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The eternal guru of devas and the most powerful natural benefic among the nine Jyotish
planets, Brihaspati, has entered the sign of Gemini today. Its twelve and a half months long stay
in Taurus has ended now with a formation of a highly potent planetary combination with Budh
and Shukra in Mithun. Let us see how the life on earth will be affected in this twelve and a half
month long stay of Guru in Gemini.

The previous transit of Jupiter in Gemini was from 16th June 2001 to 5th July 2002 in the initial
eight months  out of which it was combined with Rahu. Those eight months witnessed the
beginning of a new war on terror as a result of the 911 attacks on the twin towers in New York.
Religious fundamentalism and terrorism had announced itself in a very surprising and horrifying
way. 
  

The next transit of Brihaspati in Mithun Rashi will be from 14th May 2025 to 2nd June 2026 with
a small fast forward and retrograde movement in Karka Rashi from 18th October 2025 to 5th
December 2025. Well, it will be interesting to watch this small stint of Guru in Cancer in 2025
during that transit in Gemini as such retrograde transition of Jupiter to its previous sign happens
quite rarely in Gemini, Cancer or Leo. 

This ongoing 2013-14 transit of Guru in Gemini will end on 19th June 2014 when it moves to its
sign of exaltation, Cancer. During next one year Jupiter will have a constant fifth aspect on the
Rahu-Shani yuti in Tula rashi thus clearing the shadows of Rahu over Shani a little bit and
reducing its negative results to some extent. So, we can expect that a little relief will begin to be
felt in next one month as Jupiter progresses ahead in Gemini. 

But, this relief will be only regarding health and family matters for most people. Jupiter is going
to be combust for most parts of June 2013 and due to its yuti with Budh till 4th August 2013
some serious fluctuations in stock markets around the world can be expected. Stricter
regulations by governments, tighter norms for banking and lending, new regulations for
companies, and all such much needed and much awaited changes will happen in next two
months. It is better to not to deal in any short term trading in stocks. Instead, invest for long term
when the down turn happens. 

During this year long transit of Jupiter in Gemini, Mars will come into kendra from it for a few
months when it moves forward and then backwards in Virgo in the months of December,
January, April, May and June. Such yogas often create situations where heavy use of arms and
ammunitions and mobilization of forces is done by governments. That could be against terrorist
organizations or against some rogue states. At the same time, new developments in information
technology may happen but stricter regulations on internet may also be imposed by many
governments across the world.

Let us see how this transit of Brihaspati in Mithun Rashi will influence the lives of the people
born under the twelve ascendants or moon signs. Those who know their ascendants should
look for them below and those who do not should read the predictions for their moon signs.
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These are not your conventional sun signs so do not waste your time looking for them here:

1. Aries - Mesh: Frequent and short term travels both in and out of country; good performance
at work; increase in income; increase in a risk taking tendency; improved confidence and
courage; clearing of dilemmas and confusions in personal life. 

2. Taurus - Vrishabh: Good gains from past investments; better relations with family members;
addition of a member in the family; a little relief regarding job and business; better health;
sudden losses of wealth and money may happen in November, January and February. 

3. Gemini - Mithun: Great changes in life; improved confidence; better control over the
situations at work; better job and business; increase in income; improvement in personal life;
reduction of marital conflicts; good chances of marriage for the unmarried; better health; good
relations with parents; conception or birth of a child. 

4. Cancer - Karka: Frequent journeys; abroad travels; increase in expenses; unexpected legal
complications; health problems related to heart, pancreas and liver; heightened spirituality;
purchase of a new vehicle; investment in a new real estate; construction of a new house.

5. Leo - Simha: Better job; increase in income; sudden gains from unexpected sources; good
chances of marriage; increase in circle of friends; health problems for parents; better prospects
in education especially higher studies; good progress in business. 

6. Virgo - Kanya: New job; better salary, establishment of a new business; improvement in
relations with parents and spouse; gains from real estate; acquisition of a new property; new
love in life; reduction in expenses. 

7. Libra - Tula: Long distance and long term journeys; heightened religiousness and spirituality;
migration abroad; gains from foreign work and business; improved creativity; better health;
acquisition of a new residential real estate. 

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: Health problems related to diabetes, liver, gall bladder and heart;
increase in wasteful expenditures; do not invest in real estate in next one year; avoid buying a
new vehicle in the same period; increase in income from November 2013 but expenses will
continue to be high; abroad travels; high chances of migrating abroad; legal complications
regarding property or vehicle.

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Better health; improved relations with family members and spouse;
marriage for the unmarried; better income; good monetary gains from business in partnership;
acquisition of a new property; improved confidence and bigger tendency to take risks.

10. Capricorn - Makar: Positive changes in business pattern and job; losses of money through
wrong investments; increase in business and personal debt; better public image and popularity;
health problems related to eyes, liver and stomach; bad relations with close friends and siblings;
foreign travels.
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11. Aquarius - Kumbh: Improved creativity; better health; good monetary gains; good progress
in education; long distance fruitful journeys; migration to another nation; increased spirituality
and religiousness; birth of a child or conception; health problems for parents. 
   
12. Pisces - Meen: Job stability; better salary; positive developments in business; better
relations with parents; improvement in health but still some care required; relocation of
residence; purchase of a new vehicle and a new residential property; decrease in wasteful
expenses. 

Jyotish Biz
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